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pleasing Coke bottle-tunneled backlight

space they take up. If you go by the

specs. the figures for wheelbase and

distinctive entities. The Coronets, built

on a lI8-inch wheelbase. would serve

with all the permutations of paint, en-

series. The plan was not completely
unique, as GM introduced the two-

two different wheelbases and two dif-

nominator when everything is built on
the same chassis) freed the stylists and

total sales. Charger, on the other hand
while still not approaching the volum~
of Coronet sales, had been debutted as
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drop-flatback configuration to the more

gressed from its initial angular, tear-

but really caught on. And, as it pro-

a semi-limited production speciality car

counted for about half of the division's

a whole spectrum uf models (and

market factions wanted. Now Charger,
like the Ford Torino before it, covers

more closely approached what the two

engineers to develop packages which

ferent floor pans (the common de-

split personality through the use of

introduction by Dodge when it ac-

and '66, immediately following its re-

The elimination of the sedan-hardtop

mediates (112 inches and 116) in 1968.

wheelbase-length plan for their inter-

the only thing to decide was which one:
Coronet's strongest years had been 1965

If one or the other had to go then

door hardtop to a whole line of cars:
six different models fitting into three

each other, as in the case of a Coronet
Super Bee versus a Charger Super Bee.

duced situations where two different
models were in sales competition with

hcid blossomed from a single special two-

the needs of the four-door contingent,
while Charger. on a U5-inch wheelbase,

gines, and accessories, it's conceivable
that the "same" car could never be built
twice. Then, too, this proliferation pro-

production line scheduling. In effect,

52.6 48.6 -4.0

This matter of inches may not seem

like much, but the overall effect is that

Front overhang 38.9 41.8 +2.9
Overall width
75.6 79.1 +2.5
Width at
#2 pillar 73.4 75.9 +2.5

Rear overhang

CHARGER SIZE COMPARISON
1970 1971 CHANGE
Wheelbase
117.0 115.0 -2.0
Overall
length 208.5 205.4 -3.1

all width has been increased.

overhang has been increased and over-

hang, are indeed less than last year.
This is good. The trouble is that front

smaller, for as the chart shows, both of
those dimensions, as well as rear over-

opposite were true, that Charger is

overall length. you'd have to say that

big cars that make ineffcient use of th~

just too many big cars on our roads

today's.hyper-crowded world. There are

Coronet would both continue, but as two

in the intermediate line: Charger and

This became Dodge's one-two punch

would have us think so, but not in

to be a plus, or at least the ad writers

larger. To most people that would seem

are. there is a problem... Charger is

of Coronet and Charger models. with
all the various options, complicated

chose one body style over another were
quite definite. eventually led to the concept of designing two totally different
cars to fulfill the two divergent needs.

But as attractive as the new Chargers

some time ago. There were several aspects involved. First, the multiplicity

indicate its validity, as it was made

the 1970 sales figures, though they did

of realization that the reasons people

but through changes in detaiL. '

sonality, all done. not with mirrors

centage sedans, along with a new wave

Coronets were hardtops and what per-

Luckily, again, Dodge had already

planned to consolidate. trim, and revitalize Coronet and Charger for '71.
The decision had nothing to do with

intermediates were taking a beating.

come. in its corner. But, while sales

Examining the situation from another
aspe2t, a check into what percentage of

in Charger's evolution, the fastback.

designers to "wing it," to come up with
completely different styling. And this
they did, coming up with the next step

these are all two-doors, which, with
their individual floor pan, freed the

Charger SE. Unlike Torino, though,

prices): Charger. Charger 500, and

were booming with the small cars, the

to be done away with.

still rising. Coronet's at the very least
was remaining fixed in the sales heavens. Yet, it still had a substantial lead
on Charger. Obviously. it wasn't ready

Coronet). So. while Charger's star was

just over 70.000 units (100.000 less than

ing a high in 1969. with production of

shape, its popularity skyrocketed. reach-

black plastic. And, the natural thing,

than in the past. There were no dash-

Pieces of interior trim were better fitted

especially in the realm of paint and
hodywork. Things are getting better.

they did serve as general indicators,

early production run models, rushed to
our door to meet our deadline, and so
they aren't truly representative, but

to improve it: These cars were very

First. on the important subject of quality control and Dodge's avowed efforts

common.

ity, but there were several points in

there, as they ought to be.

attractive and legible. and they are

if you can't easily see them, they are

level, water temperature, and alternator, arranged in two neat dials. But even

bothered to put in: oil pressure, fuel

right side, where the rim blocks a lot
of the good instrumentation that Dodge

rim. The same thing holds true on the

release because of the steering wheel

which handle is which. Actually, the
problem is that you can't see the brake

ming it closed. getting back in, and
buckling up again, before you learn

than the others. As previously men-

tioned, each has a distinctive personal-

out, opening the hood all the way, slam-

the unit in the SE felt markedly better

all you really meant to do was release

when starting out in the morning. after
you're all strapped in and mentally prepared to go, is to pop the hood, when
the parking brake. It only takes three
or four turns at unstrapping, getting

sumably identical, but, for some reason,

engined cars shod with G60 tires. The
steering units in all four cars were pre-

down turning effort, especially on heavy-

or response. but it most certainly cuts

order that option. Chrysler power steering is not notable for its feel of the road

handle, which is small and made of

just above the emergency brake release

and shiny, is located under the dash,

The hood release handle, which is big

who would rob you of your spark plugs).

makes it that much harder for those

hood releases (a $10.55 option that

..
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synchro 3-speed manual trans, with floor

Torqueflite opted for the standard, all-

engine, but rather than a 4-speed or

performance, we selected the four-barrel

ate on regular fueL. Being interested in

(275 hp) and 383-4V (300 hp) as options. All of these are designed to oper-

the R/T, constitute Charger's members
of the Scat Pack. Base engine in the
500 is the 230 hp 318-2V, with 383-2V

Its two variants, the Super Bee and

responding to last year's Coronet 500.

On to specifics.
CHARGER 500
This is the middle series Charger, cor-!

tight ones.

blindspot on right turns, particularly on

side windows is generally very good,
through the placement of the oversize
rear view mirror can also produce a

front and sides, with the new ventless

before changing lanes. Visibility to the

to check the right hand outside mirror

rear quarter, making it good practice

roof creates a blindspot in the right

portion could use more padding to make
long stretches behind the wheel more
bearable. The sweeping design of the

ets are comfortable, though the seat

good, and the optional high back buck-

Three of the Chargers had inside

Front seat accommodations are likewise

without benefit of such TLC.

prep by the dealer, but these cars were
sent directly to us for cover shooting

average. as is knee room, and two adults
can travel quite comfortably back there.

mally be caught in a good predelivery

Rear seat legroom and headroom

haven't grown, but they are better than

trols. Most of these gripes would nor-

level in the car.

windows. small lumps in the vinyl tops,
and improperly adjusted heater con-

were no adverse handling ur control
characteristics, only the increased noise

mitted to the steering wheeL. There

quite pronounced on rough surfaces, at
which time vibrations would be transside, there were the few loose screws,
particularly in the doors, balky power

que is usually seen, Dodge is using a
heavy, textured plastic, It's stil plastic,
but it's beller plastic.) On the negative

All of the cars exhibited a great deal

of road and tire noise, which became

and other areas where woodgrain appli-

E

board rattles or squeaks. (On the dash

specting railroad tracks is advised to

on buying one for use other than in-

power steering, and anybody planning

than a spritely intermediate. While
we're on the subject of maneuvering,
all of the cars were equipped with

aspects somehow don't seem to offset
the feeling that you're wheeling around
one of those full-sized behemoths rather

you're driving the car those positive

feet). These things are good, but when

stil increase trunk space by 2.8 cubic

able to chop 4 inches off the rear and

which the packaging engineers were

counts for some of the legerdemain by

tread width, which also probably ac-

(thanks to a 2.8-inch increase in rear

inch or more rear seat shoulder room

(or should) be. Believe it or not, that's
the main gripe. True, there's about an

the car is much larger than it has to

OF 1 HE DODGE BRIG

Call it sneaky, tough. or slippery, it gets
a lot of attention. More than appealing
style. though. each of the three new
Charger series has its own distinct per-

ing through no insight on the part of
Chrysler's traditionally myopic product
planners) Dodge had Dart, the right
car for which the right time had finally

Around
and
Highland
of theHamtramk
compact," and
luckily
(mean-

Park they're calling 1970 "the year

By A.B. Shuman

440 Charger SE

Hemi Super Bee

440-6 Super Bee

383 Charger 500

Comparison test:

T

I

ii

I

Ii

I

,~-~ .

~_.~

action is clean and the throws short.
There was a slight gate between first
and second. which bothered us during

rep, we were able to obtain two identi-

which is roughly identical to a Torque-

first gear, 1.49: 1 second, and 1.00: 1 high,

The transmission features a 2.55:1

Seventies, break the ingrained 4-speed
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resign yourself to the fact that you'll

reverse is. Even so, you might as well

remember - where first is, and where

box. And remember - you must always

learn) the pattern from a '39 Ford

cated Then Fifties, to resurrect (or

habit, and drop back to the less compli-

continued on page 84

on the 500 had 4112 leaves on each side,
while the others, as a function of their
426/440 engine options carried stiffer

front stabilizer bar. The rear springs

rates. although it did have the .88-inch

its lower torsion bar and rear spring

to watch as to experience. This reflected

of the other three test Chargers, something that was almost as uncomfortable

must forget that you're in the Now

is. There is one drawback though. You

considerable body roIl, more than any

response in top gear is also very good.
In hard cornering, the 500 exhibited

smooth starts and shifts. Part throtte

erage contribute greatly to making

driving, good clutch feel and pedal lev-

Shifts were made at 5.200 rpm in each
gear. with good clutch action. In normal

spin. FuIl-throttle starts below this rpm
level produced a bog just off the line.

2.500-3,000, requiring judicious use of
the throttle to prevent excessive wheel-

baIl that faIls right where your hand

pistol grip handle, only a shiny black

us in the least.
The shift lever is straight and direct,
with a plain, functional knob that fits
your palm. There's no Mickey Mouse

able with. The results didn't disappoint

specified the "3-at-the-knee" setup for
our 383, the biggest engine it is avail-

captured most of the limelight), we

next season, replacing Adam-12, have

which may be getting its own TV show

the "crime-fighting steering column."

tial, as our car was carrying the stan-

dard 3.23:1 gear set, without limited
slip. For maximum acceleration, it was
necessary to use a starting line rpm of

were anxious to give the 3-speed some of
the exposure it deserves (as devices like

1 mpg better fuel economy. Since we

rear axle ratio with Sure-Grip differen-

expected from use of the optional 3.55: 1

improvement in performance can be

94.8 mph. which isn't bad for a regular
fuel sub-400-cubic-inch engine. Some

fic, where it delivered a litte more than

pleasant to drive. especiaIly in city traf-

on the other hand, was much more

highway as the 3-speed. The 3-speed,

elapsed time. with a trap speed of

ened up. As it was. the car ran a 15.15

tuaIly smoothed out as the linkage loos-

Basically, we found that the 4-speed

car, not surprisingly, was about .2-second quicker in the quarter-mile and got
the same maximum gas mileage on the

the acceleration testing, but this even-

with a 4-speed, the other with a 3-speed.

caIly-equipped 340 Dart Swingers, one

Recirculating ball

Steering Type

CHARGER 500

PERFORMANCE

Invoice ......................... $5,029.00

Vinyl roof .... . . _ . . . . . . 28.70

Power steering .................. 111.40

AM/FM multiplex.. . 213.70

Power windows . . . . . . . . . 110.10

Headlight warning 5.60

Right mirror ..................... 16.25
Left mirror ...................... 11.75
Air conditioning .................. 383.25

440-4 bbl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281.55

Torqueflite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237.50

Power brakes ................... 45.15
Console . ....................... 57.65

Bucket seats . . . . . . . . . . . . c . . . . . . . . 105.95
Disc brakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.45

Base price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.396.00

CHARGER SE

Tuff wheel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.50
Vinyl roof . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.75
Invoice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.966.20

119.1 ft.

27.0 ft.

19.3 mph

106 ê 5500

73 ê 5500

4? ê 5500

33.5 48.5 53 63 73 82

30 45 50 60 70 80

12.1-13.5 mpg

31 46 51 61 72 82

30 45 50 60 70 80

9.1-11.2 mpg

Fair. moderate rear wheel hop Good. no wheel hop

123.0 ft.

32.6 ft.

24.2 mph

109 ê 4500

83 ê 5200

47 ê 5200

2.9 secs
3.6 secs

14.74 sec:;

97.3 mph

9.9 secs

G.9 secs

2.9 secs
4.7 secs

SUPER BEE

115.1 ft.

28.8 ft.

18.9 mph

104 ê 5500

70 ê 5500

42 ê 5500

2.9 secs
3.0 secs

13.73 secs

104.0 mph

2.5 secs
4.2 secs
5.7 secs
7.6 secs

32 4G 51 61 70 80

20 45 50 60 70 80

10.4-13.0 mpg
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31 45 50 60 70 80

30 45 50 60 70 80

11.0-12.0 mpg

Fair, moderate rear wheel hop Good. no wheel hop

122.3 ft.

32.2 ft.

22.8 mph

80 ê 5200
114 ê 5000

46 ê 5200

3.3 secs
3.4 secs

14.93 secs

96.4 mph

3.2 secs
4.9 secs
7.0 secs
9.9 secs

CHARGER SE

HEMI SUPER BEE

Unit

Unit

Unit

Independent; lateral

Parallel longitudinal semielliptic leaf springs

witli tor3iol1 bars

nonparallel coiitrol arms
with torsion bars
Parallel longitudinal semielliptic leaf spri;lg,;

nonparallel control arms

nor.p.:rallel c.o;itrol arms
with torsion ba rs
Parallel longitudinal semi.
elliptic leaf springs

"Speeds in gears are at shift points (limited by the length of track) and do not represent maximum speeds.

Electric speedometer
Car speedometer

Speedometer error

Gas mileage range

Stability

From 30 mph
From 60 mph

Stopping distances (panic)

3rd . mph ê rpm
Mph per 1000 rpm
(in top gear)

2nd mph ê rpm

1st .... mph ê rpm

Speeds in gears'

50-70 mph

3.8 secs
3.8 secs

15.15 secs

Elapsed time
Passing speeds (2nd gear)
40.60 mph

94.8 mph

¡I.-miie MPH

Spoiler 35.40
Tachometer
52.70
Power steering 111.40

Oc75

0-60 mph

0-45 mph

0-30 mph

3.2 secs
5.2 secs
8.1 secs
11.5 secs

Unit

Body IFrame Construction

Acceleration (2 abd.)

Parallel longitudinal semi.
elliptic leaf springs

Rear Suspension

with torsion bars

nonparallel control arms

Independent; lateral

4083

Independent; lateral

3945

3764

Independent; lateral

3879

Curb weight Ibs.
Front suspension

Power. front discI
drum rear

Power. front discI
drum rear

Power, front discI
drum rear

Power. front discI
drum rear

Brakes

3.5

40.8 ft.

15.7: I .

G60-15

3.5

40.8 ft.

15.7:1

G60-15

3.5

40.8 ft.

15.7:1

power-assisted

G60-15

3.5

40.8 ft

15.7:1

power-assi sted

Automatic

F70-14

Tire Size

(lock-to-lock)

Wheel Turns

(Cu rbcto-cu rb-ft.)

Turning Diameter

Steering Ratio

Recirculatng ball
power-assisted

Recirculating ball

Recirculating ball

3.23:1

power-assisted

4_10:1

~.23:1

Automatic
4.10:1

3-speed

Final Drive Ratio

Automatic

10.2:1/Premium
24-bbl

1 4-bbl

Carburetion
Transmission
1 4-bbl

9.1:I/Premium

10.3:1/Preinium
3 ~.bbl

490 ê 4000

480 ê 3200

490 ê 3200

425 ê 4600

426 (Hemi)

4.25 x 3.75

410 ê 3400

Standing Start

Inside hood release ............... 10.55

SUPER BEE HEMI
90. OHV V8

8.5:1/Regular

370 ê 4600

440

4.32 x 3.75

90. OHV V8

CHARGER SE

Compre3sion Ratio/Fuel

385 ê 4700

440

4.32 x 3.75

90. OHV V8

SUPER BEE

Torque: IbsAt. ê rpm

Hood tie down pins . . . . . . . . . 16.55

Right mirror ..................... 11.75

Left mirror . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.25

Hemi ........................... 883.55

Torqueflite . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . 237.50

Base price ....................... $3,245.00

Super Track Pak ................. 219.30

SUPER BEE (HEMI)

Vinyl
roof 90.90
Invoice . . . . . . . . . . . $4,702.30

AM/FM multiplex. . . . . . . . . 213.70
Power steering . . . . . . . . . . 111.40

Tachometer ...................... 52.70

Hood tie down pins . 16.55

Headlamp washer . . . . . . . . . . . 29.30

440-Six Pack ................. _ . . . 262.15

Console ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57.65
Torqueflite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237.50

Super Track Pak ................. 219.30

Bucket seats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.55
Concealed headlamps . . . . . . . . . . 65.60

Base price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,245.00

SUPER BEE (440)

Invoice .......................... $4,065.60

Vinyl roof ....................... 95.75

Rim blow horn . . . . . . . _ . . . . 28.95

Power steering ................... 111.40

AM/FM multiplex... . . . _ . .. .. . . .. . 213.70

Left mirror ...................... 16.25
Right mirror ..................... 11.75

Advertised gross

3-speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.05
383 4-bbl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144.55

300 ê 4800

383

4.25 x 3.38

Engine

Bore & Stroke ins.
Displacement cu. in.

CHARGER 500
90. OHV V8

SPECIFICATIONS

Advertised gross HP ê RPM

Console ......................... 57.65

Power brakes ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.15

Bucket seats ..................... 105.95
Disc brakes ..................... 24.45

botch it at least twice the first day you

flite (2.45, 1.45. and 1.00). Shifting

Dodge's graveIly-voiced West Coast p.r.

CHARGER 500
Base price ....................... $3, 196.00

drive it; after that you'I1 be O.K.

to the cooperation of Jack McFarland,

the choice was more heavily based on a
series of tests we ran last spring. Thanks

point of new car prices, was considered,

shift linkage. Though the economic advantage of this choice, from the stand-

The Chargers of the Dodge Brigade
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The Chargers

of the Dodge Brigade

springing, achieved through the use of
6 leaves on the left rear and 5 leaves

plus 2 half-leaves on the right. This increased the spring rate from 138 pounds
per inch (on 383-powered cars) to 150.

At the front, torsion bar diameter is
.020 greater, boosting the rate from ILL

Ibs./In. to 118.

During the brake tests, which some

believe is more a test of tires than brakes,
the F70-14s did a good job despite late-

ii

stage wheelhopping antics in the panic
stops from 60 mph, laying down black
'\

streaks for 123 feet. There was a slight
tendency for the car to turn left toward

J-

the end of each high-speed stop, but it

was easily counteracted by normal reac-

tion on the steering wheeL. The rear

hop can occasionally get quite
severe, but it doesn't seem to hurt stopping distances or directional stability.

tl

wheel

In normal stops from 60, attempting
not to lock the brakes, the car took 145

feet to stop and there was no wheelhop.

On the whole, the car was quite ade-

quate performance-wise. The engine is
flexible, the transmission easy to work.

The fuel economy is nothing like a

Honda's, but it was the best of the

II

group. Thè ride is good, the accommo-

dations comfortable, and all vital con-

i

trols (including the center-mounted vent

controls) are within easy reach of the
driver. The chief shortcoming is in the
'I

1,1
~

I:

handling. and here use of the beefier
suspension components, addition of an

accessory type rear stabilizer bar, or

Top: Unique canopied roof distinguishes Special Edition. which turned out to be a surprisingly
good runner with 440-4V engine. Above: Although wheelbase and overall length have been cut
for '71, front end is excessively long, car's chief fault. Trunk space is up despite reduced rear
overhang. Below: Super Bee is one of two Scat Pack representatives in the new Charger lineup.

possibly a larger front bar, would cut
down on the body rolL. The stiffer rear
springs. plus stiffer (S25) shocks, would
prohably go a long way toward eliminating that wlieelhop on hraking that

, I

has hecame a trademark of Chrysler
products.
SUPER BEE 440-6

Our first representative of the Scat

Pack was equipped with the torquey
. ,
. '

II

440-Six Pack, one of the four premium
fuel engines still offered hy MoPar. (The
others are the 340, the high compres-

ii

sion 440-4V. and the Hemi, all of which

are options in the Super Bee. Standard
engine is the regular fuel 383-4V.) In
addition to a Torqueflite transmission

and "Slap Stik" positive stop shifter,
it was equipped with the Super Track

I

Pak. This package, available with the
three top engines, includes a Sure Grip

limited slip differential, Dana 4.10:1 rear

axle with 9¥.-inch diameter ring gear,

7-blade torque-drive fan, dual breaker

point distributor. standard Hemi 26inch high performance radiator with

fan shroud. and power disc brakes. The

price for this is $219.30. There is also

11

l

a "plain" Track Pak option which differs in that it includes a 3.54:1 axle

ratio and leaves out the power disc

brakes.
The Six Pack is rated at 385 hp this

year, down 5 from last, due to changes
coiitiiiued on page 87
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Left: Hydraulic cammed Hemi proved itsell on

strip with runs of 104.04 mph in 13.73 sees.
Above: 440-6 Pack is now rated at 385 hp. is

one of four remaining premium fuel engines.

iDODGE BRIGADE
continued

for emissions purposes. The best quarter-mile e.t. it could muster was a 1474
with a trap speed of 97.3, though it o~l;

had been run-in just a little over 800
miles, as were all the other cars except

the Hemi, and hadn't had the benefit
of a pi-é-test tune-up. When the engine
was hot there was occasional slight
pinging at part throtte between 2,000

and 3,000 rpm, but this didn't occur

during full-power runs, and might be
attributable to the decreasing availabil-

ity of good premium fuel in the L.A.
area. Traction is the key to getting good

times in this car - and the problemeven with the wide G60-15 tires. Starting with the engine at about 1,100 rpm,

releasing the brake, smoothly adding

more throtte, and making the gear

selections manually between 5,400 and
5,500 gave the best results.

During normal cruising, the engine
operates on the center two-barrel carbo

The vacuum-actuated auxilary carburetors are sensitive to engine demand,

coming on like a transmission kick-down
when they flop open. In other cars we've
tested with this system there is usually
a severe torque reaction associated with

both the opening and closing of these

carbs, as their operation is almost instantaneous, but this was much less pro-

nounced in the new Charger. The only

adverse effect was encountered when

suddenly gettng completely off the
throtte while making a turn at high

power (admittedly an uncommon ma-

neuver). Here the car would go into a
momentary period of oscilation as the

chassis unloaded and reacted. The result was a few seconds of directional

uncertainty. The point of this is that it
behooves drivers of Six-Pack cars to

transitions. '

learn to be extra smooth on throttle
Handling is otherwise satisfactory for

a car of this type, though it seemed
that the shock absorbers lacked the

bounce control of the other cars in the

CHARGER SE
Corresponding to last year's Charger

500, the Charger SE (Special Edition)

is the top line, with canopy-styled roof
and concealed headlights standard. The
318-2V is the base engine, but both the

two- and four-barrel 383s, the Hi-Perf
440-4V, and the 440-Six Pack are avail-

able options. Ours was equipped with
the 370 hp four-barrel 440, which proved
itself a surprisingly agile performer,

even with the standard 3.23 rear axle
automatic, and air conditioning. Crack~
ing the 15-second barrier with runs in

the 14.90s, this supposed luxury vehicle

was not too far behind the drag strip
times of the Six Pack Super Bee.

Another surprise was the ride and handling, which also seemed superior to the
"hot dog" model (despite identical suspension), though those looking for
softy-sprung comfort might be disap-

pointed. The ride is firm, the feel of
the road positive. The steering, as already mentioned, felt much better than

usual, perhaps due to the extra front

end weight of the air conditioning unit,
as well as the wide tires.

One of the nice interior touches was
combination ribbed cloth and vinyl upholstery, which turned out to be standard issue in SE models. For Mr. and

Mrs. Firstnighter there's a leather and
vinyl combo that's optionaL. Intruding

into all this luxuriant splendor was

engine noise under acceleration, chiefly

exhaust "tinkles" from the head pipes.

This, and the tire/road noise, spoiled

what is basically a quiet car.
The SE established itself as a truly

interesting car. It had the look and feel

of a luxury car, yet the performance

and handling were about the equal of
1'. basic muscle car. The brakes were

fine, although high-speed panic stops
produced the customary rear wheelhop

syndrome. Like all the Chargers, its
styling drew laudatory comments

wherever people saw it, but the special
vinyl top and solid white paint somehow

imparted a touch of class that set it
apart, making it seem a totally differ-

group. The natural propensity toward

ent vehicle than the the wildly striped

understeer is easily, almost too easily,

Super Bee or the somewhat plain

changed to oversteer by pressing on the
gas pedaL. The Sure Grip differential

Charger 500, though for all purposes

was generally well-behaved, though

there was some rear wheelhop on sharp

they were identical cars. It looked dif-

ferent, felt different, and sounded dif-

ferent. And, driving it, you couldn't

(right angle) turns from a stop when

help but have a different outlook, the

There was no wheelhop during the
braking tests, however, and stability

esting.

entering a cross street.

was very good. Panic stops from 60

produced average distances of 119.1 feet,

certain coolness of a high roller. InterHEMI SUPER BEE
If the SE was interesting, the Hemi-

second only to the Hemi. Normal stop-

car was remarkable. Loaded with $1,340

brakes, resulted in straight ahead stops
in a quite respectable 136 feet. Toward

Torqueflite. but no radio, it had to be

ping from 60, without locking the
the end of our testing sessions, the
brakes got pretty hot, but there was

only a slight hint of fade, thanks to the
8:1 pressure boost ratio supplied by the
power assist, though the already low
pedal was noticeably lower.

This Super Bee was a "fun" car to

drive and be seen in, but one wonders
at its relevance, in view of its size, 10

mpg fuel economy, and 4.10 gear ratio,

doubly dubious in light of its performance figures.

worth of dual-quad Hemi, Super Track

Pak, and column-shift-controlled

the goer of the quartet. And it was, to

the tune of a 13.83/104.04 clocking for

the quarter-mile right in off the street
(partly attributable to a check-out 400

miles earlier, by "racing grandfather"
Norm Thatcher, who made sure that
everything was right up to specs). That
it ran a second quicker than the 440-Six

Pack was unexpected; that it was also
the quietest, solidest feeling of all the
Chargers was totally unexpected. It also
stopped best, making a straight, wheelcontinued on page 89
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DO YOUR

hop-free, hands-off-the-steering wheel
panic halt from 60 in 115.1 feet. Aver-

age fuel mileage, with the 4.10 gear and
G60-15 tires, was also surprising: 11.4

mpg. What made this miserly economy

possible was a very stiff detent in the

CHAPPED

throtte linkage before the four second-

ary throats of the two Carter AFBs

swung open. This made it possible to

i

LIPS
A FLAYOR

operate on just the primaries (which

are 1/¡-inch smaller in diameter than
the secondaries) 99 percent of the time,

which stil permitted over-70 mph cruising on the freeway (at 4,000+ rpm).

The same detent that kept the Hemi's

thirst within limits, made it more

diffcult than normal to drive on the
strip. With cars of this type traction is

always a problem, necessitating smooth
throtte control on the starting line if
you seek to do other than incinerate
the tires. The detent, which occurs at
about quarter-throttle, complicates all
this, making it very diffcult to get con-

sistently good times. Our runs ranged
from a quick 13.725 e.t. (obtained with
Ramcharger scoop open and top of air
cleaner removed, but element in place)
to a "slow" 14.180. The trap-door hood
scoop appeared to be good for about 21h

mph on the top end. and best results

savers also Come

were obtained by doing the shifting your-

antly unflavøred. Suit yourself. They

self at 5,800 rpm. Leaving the selector
in drive produces automatic 5,500 rpm
shift points. When making your own
shifts, moving the lever at 5,500 pro-

all beat the medicine-tasting k.ind.
~1970 Sea & Skj(J Corporation, Reno, Nevada 89505

duces the desired gear change at 5,800.

(The 4-speed we had opted for got sidetracked in the paperwork of ordering).
The funny thing about the Hemi

START YOUR OWN

Super Bee was that, even before testing

MOTOR TREND

it, we had the feeling that it was going
to be strong. The result was that there
was never any need to cob it just to impress the other guy. It was a Hemi and
you knew it. . . that was enough. That
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notch in the throttle linkage didn't hurt
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Ah, now which is best? There's no

doubt that the most sensible package

is the 383-4V with 3-speed. It's also fun

to drive. This combination in a Super
Bee (in which it happens to be stan-

dard) would make a lot of sense for the

average Charger buyer. The Charger
500 is O.K., if plain, but really needs

the big engine suspension. For a little
healthier performance, certainly the

premium fuel 440-4V is quite adequate,

ONLY

even with automatic. And, if you seek

Imperial, the SE is the obvious choice. I
There are really enough variations for I

everybody. /MT I

I
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